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Introduction:

Sadiqpur Sanauli (290 8' 28" N; 770 13' 1" E) which is 
also known as Sanauli is located, in the Yamuna -
Hindon doab in tehsil Baraut, district Baghpat of 
western Uttar Pradesh, merely 68 km to the 
northeast of Delhi.



Aim and objectives of re-excavation

The second millennium BCE consists of diverse 
cultural periods, the most important cultural  is 
the Harappan.  Copper hoard / Ochre Colour 
Pottery culture are the other important cultural 
levels but still enigmatic .

The sites like Chandayan, Sanauli, Hastinapur, 
Mandi, Hulas, Madarpur and others on Yamuna-
Hindon and upper Ganga Doab provided meagre 
but sturdy evidences of OCP/Copper Hoard, and 
Late Harappan period which requires detail 
scientific study and sampling to understand their 
distinctiveness and relationship and their proper 
cultural context. 



CONTRIBUTION OF SANAULI TO THE INDIAN AND 
WORLD ARCHAEOLOGY : 

First and solitary  discovery of

1.  War chariots

2. Copper decorated shield 

3. Whip and torch

4.  Antennae  sword  with hilt

5. Bow with  bone arrow heads

6. Helmet  

7. highly decorated cot like coffins                     



Possibly it is a largest necropolis of chalco-lithic period.

The material culture can be related with the Vedic tradition and  
ancient Indian literatures such as Rig-Veda , later Vedic  
literatures  and epic Mahabharata  etc.

The highly sophisticated  cultural material  found from  these 
graves,  the dates of 2nd millennia BCE . contemporaneous to 
late Mature phase of Harappans .

Gives the new understanding of OCP/Copper hoard culture .

The roots  of Early historic cultures can be traced in the recent 
findings of Sanauli .

These findings  open up a new window to re- think about the 
movements of people in  chalco-lithic period.

Possibly  Sanaulians ( OCP/Copper hoard people) were the 
great warrior of the old world.

The technology of making chariot, shield and other weaponry 
may travel from east to west. 







Sanauli excavation 2005-06

by Dr.D.v.Sharma.





The followings are the outstanding discoveries from the 
site which are not reported in previous excavations and 
even in any excavations in the country.

Wooden legged Coffins with copper sheathing, 
foiling and decorations.

One coffin decorated  with eight anthropomorphic 
figures.

Remains of three chariots, helmet and shield along 
with other burial goods.

Two unique legged coffin with the steatite inlays

Sacred chamber

Faience and copper  pots

Habitational area with  multiple furnaces



SECRET CHAMBER

PIT . 10

PIT-6

PIT-9

PIT-1

PIT-3

REFUSE PIT

PIT-7 and 8

PIT-5 

PIT-2 and 4



Total ten burials were unearthed. (2018 and 2019)

All burials are unique having individual
characteristics with some common features.

Five are Coffin burials-

Burial No. 1,3,6,9 and 10 are wooden coffin
burials in which no.3 and 6 having copper
sheathing and decorations. Burial no 1,9 and 10
are highly decorated with steatite inlays.

Three secondary burial including one twin burial
and

Two symbolic burials.



Apart from conventional methods of analysis new 
Scientific Techniques and experiments have been 
applied during and post excavation

X-Ray

Computerized Axial Tomography (CT Scan)

3 D Scanning

Drone/ LiDAR Survey (Photogrammetry)

Handheld  XRF 

Magnetometer  and GPR Survey



Burial -1



This is a legged coffin, (cot like) burial with extended body
placed in supine position, oriented in the northwest – southeast
direction. The legs and the hands are kept straight. The lower
portion of the legs is missing. The skull and ribs are also not well
preserved. The burial was located very close to the surface and
destroyed by ploughing and leveling operation.

Burial pottery placed all around and beneath the wooden coffin.
This assemblage consists of out flared vases, jars, shallow out
flared bowls, wide mouth big jars, dish on stand, one miniature
pot etc.

The other noteworthy findings are bull designed comb, dagger,
two channel like copper objects, semi precious beads, one gold
micro bead and rounded paste inlays.



Burial-3
This burial pit consist a legged coffin, (cot like) in centre with skeleton
remains. Coffin and approximate orientation of the bone fragments
determined the northwest – southeast orientation. The burial is
located very close to the surface and due to the modern activities
upper portion of the coffin has been destroyed and only tiny copper
pieces were found during the excavation.

Silver foil Two copper channels and dagger



The vases and bowls were placed near the head and two wide mouth pots
were kept close to the legs of coffin. A copper helmet , two channel
like copper objects, handled dagger were arranged beneath the coffin.
One antenna sword and torch (mashal) made of copper were placed in
North West of coffin. One highly decorated torso shaped shield made
of copper and wood is found on the pole of chariot Two wheels
decorated with copper triangles and front part of carriage along
with pole and yoke are revealed during the excavation.



Torch(Mashal)

Shield

Coffin

Antenna 
sword

pots

Helmet 
wheels





Burial- 5



Wooden hilt covered
with copper coil





Burial-6



size of coffin   8x2.5 ft.  Hight-approx.40 cm

Human
Skull & rib





Possibly  the earliest example of 

wood and  copper Marquetry in India 







Burial -
7



Burial  -8



t

Burial -9 
Burial - 10Secret Chamber



Burial-9

Bow and Arrow





Steatite  Inlays 



The secrete chamber:
the size of the 

chamber is 3.5 mx2.30m 
which is almost similar 
to the size of burial 
pits the pit internally 
structured with eight 
courses of bricks (52-
50x32-30x8-7 cm). The 
chamber is in two tier 
,we have collected animal 
bones and potteries along 
with the evidence of 
burning in the central 
portion . The purpose of 
brick structure seems to  
create a permanent 
structure below the 
ground level ,the 
thickness of wall 
indicates the wooden 
super structure. the 
three side of the pit 
lined with bricks while 
southern side having 
openings .





Chariot

All three Chariots are two-wheeled, open
vehicle may be driven by one person. The
wheels rotated on a fixed axle that was linked
by a long pole to the small yoke of a pair of
animals. The axle was attached with a
superstructure consisting of a platform
protected by side screens and a high
dashboard. The wheels, pole and yoke are solid
and found decorated with copper triangles.





Side board

Copper pipe and 
socket  with nail 
for attachments of 
side board

4 copper sheathed
Pipes for canopy

Copper pipe for 
attachments of  pole

D –frame for floor

Wheel with hub and copper nail capping

Yoke

pole

Chariot:





Copper  pipes for canopy or
support for side screen

D -shaped chechis

Frame for side 
screen and 
socket with nail



Stone plaque  showing
chariot & whip 

Sanauli chariot

Copper sheathed wooden whip having
space for attachment of  leather strips





Chariots of old world

Diamabad, India

Egypt



Wheels and toy carts 
from kalibanga



Harappan toy carts



SHANCHI STUPA



Chariots figure prominently in the Rigveda,  Notably, the Rigveda
differentiates between the Ratha (chariot) and the Anas (often 
translated as "cart").

Rigvedic chariots are described as made of the wood 
of Salmali (RV 10.85.20), Khadira and Simsipa (RV 3.53.19) trees.

While the number of wheels varies, chariot measurements for 
each configuration are found in the Shulba Sutras.

Chariots also feature prominently in later texts, including the 
other Vedas, the Puranas and the great Hindu epics 
(Ramayana and Mahabharata). 

Most of the deities in the Hindu pantheon are portrayed as riding 
them. Among Rigvedic deities, notably Ushas (the dawn) rides in a 
chariot, as well as Agni in his function as a messenger between 
gods and men. ( RV 6.61.13, ) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rigveda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salmali
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shulba_Sutra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Purana
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramayana
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahabharata
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hinduism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantheon_(gods)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rigvedic_deities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ushas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agni


Chariot of Sanauli were horse-drawn ?
The size and shape of the chariots indicates 
chariot pulled by double horse.

long pole having thin circumference attached 
with  shorter yoke

The  axel, chechis, and wheels shows similarities 
with chariots of contemporary  world .



Shield



Results of Computerized Axial Tomography



Copper mirror and horn comb and other 
ornamentsornaments





Miniature pot and evidences of liquid storage



Mat impressions beneath the artefacts



X-RAY OF MUD LUMP



Copper nails

Fragments of
Copper sheets



Furnaces









Magnetometer  
and 
GPR Survey



Sequential reconstruction 
of Burial Process: 

Funeral procession of deceased from home to cemetery 

Priest  perform funerary ceremonies like purifying of body , covering in 
cloth etc. in the sacred chamber

Preparation of  pit .

First of all coffin  lowered in the centre of pit

Important and precious grave goods arranged beneath the coffin.

Pots arranged near the head to all around the body.

After that weaponry and furniture arranged 

Finally the chariot placed in one corner ( North-East oriented East-
West)of the pit 

Filling of pit started from the centre of the pit

After earth filling food and meat of sacrificed  animal offered to the dead 

Probably a mud tumuli or wooden superstructure were also made over it



Literary References:

While discussing with the modes of disposal of dead in ancient times, have 
looked into Vedic literature for parallels. Their findings show that both 
inhumation and cremation were in vogue in those times (Kane 1953-231-33)

There are such terms as  Agnidagdha (Macdonell and Keith 1958: 8), meaning 
‘burnt with fire’ 

Anagnidagdha (Rigveda V.8; X. 18 ) meaning dead body not burnt with fire.

Uddhitah, meaning ‘exposure to the elements’ as two other methods of 
disposing the dead.

Certain hymns in Rig-Veda describe rituals pertaining to burial (RV. 10.14),. In 
one instance, a male dead is referred to have been laid in the grave with full 
attire, holding a bow in one hand.

There is a reference to vriksha for coffin in the Atharvaveda.

( Pitrah) Indren deveh: sarathan dadhanah: (Rigveda X.15.10) meaning our 
dead forefathers are sitting in the chariot with Agni and other gods.



५१२२ रथवाहन ंहववरस्य नाम यत्रायुधं ननहहतमस्य वमम |
तत्रा रथमुप शग्मं सदेम ववश्वाहा वयं सुमनस्यमानााः ||८ || (RV 6 75.8)

8 Car-bearer is the name of his oblation, wherecon are laid his Weapons and 
his Armour. So let us here, each day that passes, honour the helpful Car with 
hearts exceeding joyful.

हवि  जिस प्रकार अजनि को बढाता है, उसी प्रकार रथ द्िारा ढोया गया शत्रओु ंका धि 
इस रािा को बढ़ाता है| रथ पर रािा के आयधु और किच रखे रहते है| प्रसन्िचचत हम 
भारद्िाि िशंी सदा उस रथ के पास िािें |

Association of Birds and Animals with the Dead

Regarding other ceremonies observed in disposing the dead, the Rig-
veda refers to wrapping of the body in flax. According to the Atharvaveda
a draft-ox was burnt for the dead presumably to ride in the next world.  

At Sanauli we have found bones of big animals and  burial of Bird and 
Dog associated with human burials.



The worship tradition of cults :

Anthropomorphic  figures  depicted on the coffin 
are clear indication of worship  and religious 
belief.

Gold anthropomorphic figure found on the skull 
of dead also indicated  belief  of the society.

The close study of copper anthropomorphic 
figure found  associated with  the OCP/Cooper 
Hoard Culture can be directly associated with the 
Vedic Gods according to the physical feature 
,shapes and symbols depicted on the body.

The tradition of similar icon worship can be seen 
in the early historic and historical period.



Based on the archaeological evidences and scientific dates excavated 
remains of Sanauli can be assigned  around 2000 BCE to 1800 BCE  .

Only 10% of cultural component can be compared with Harappan
culture

Ocher Colour Pottery and Copper hoard material have been found,  
associated with burials and habitational area. 

Harappans and OCP/ Copper hoard people  were coeval in this region.

Evidences clearly indicates that the people of these graves were 
actively involved in the warfare

The findings indicates that the settlement having considerable 
dynamism with high standard of living and material culture. People  
were enjoying a very sophisticated life .

Discussion and Conclusion:



Great Indian warriors



Anthropomorphic figure of Copper 
Hoard .
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